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i\{AM~'rALS with. mosaic coat patterns i,l which contiguous areas show
differently coloured hairs occu.r very rarely, blot the analysis of such
cases is of importance for iaterpretatious of the eft%ors of the genes on
development. One such case which has occurred i~t a ]aborM~ory stock
of house-mice is being studied in detail, artd some couchmions of interest
are already apparent.
The original animM showing mosaic coat eolour was a black male
which was spotted with small areas of light tan on the back and head
(P1. X X I I I ) . The spots comprised about one-tenth of the dorsal surface.
None were found on the lower surface. This animal was the offspring of
a cross of a black-and-white variegated male b y a yellow female, both
parents being members of families inbred for eleven and for five generations
respectively. The yellow parent was known to be AYa~BBG+crVgwSS
and the black paren~ aaBBC+C~+SsWw ~". The black mosaic son was thus
supposed to be either a black self ( a a B B C + c r g - w w ) in which a had
mutated to AY M a cell ancestral to the light-coloured areas, or a yellow
(A~'a) illwhich A~/had been lost from all skin cells except those in the
light areas. I-Iowever, when tested by non-yellow mice (blacks and
agoutis) he produced no yellows out elf ninety-eight off.spring, indicating
t h a t his gonads were aa. The same tests showed t h a t he was genetically
w w , i.e. he did not carry the W white spotting gene.
The mosaic was also out-crossed to homozygous wild-type stock
(})lack agouti) to test whether he contained a new mutation for mosaic
coat colour such as is found in black and red guinea-pigs. The I#, animals
(ten) were normal wild-type colour. An )% of thirty-six animals contained
no mosaics. Au out-cross to a standard yeltow stock (AFAIBB) gave
tlu'ee yellows, 'five agoubis in//', and t w e n t y yellows and teu agonbis or
Grateflfl ~mknowledgment is m a d e to Mr D. IL Ohms'los for assistance a n d suggestions
a n d to t h e F u n d for t~esearch of Columbia University for tinaneial support.
A y yellow; a, non-yellow; I3, black; C+, full eolour (wild type); c r, r u b y d i l u t i o n - Mlolomorph of c ~ (Mbinism); W , vt~riegated white spobtit~g; s, piebMd 'white spotting;
AY a n d W are lethal whmt homozygous.
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blacks in F 2 but no mosaics. When bred to his black mob,her he produced
nine blacks incJuding no mosaics. When bred to three daughters he
produced fifteen eotom:ed animals including no mosaics.
B y one black female which was G+cr he produced one sepia, offspring
whidh resembled the phenotype of arc a. This animal, when bred, did
indeed segregate for c r and albino. Since both parent stocks of the
mosaic were known not to carry albinism, this must have arisen de ~zovo
in the mosaic. ]~.e-examinagion of ghc light areas of the mosaic suggested[
t h a t they might be arc a or arc-. 1 The ]lairs in these areas were lighter
than ere s as this gcnotype is ordinarily expressed in black animals, and
it was assmned t h a t absence (deficiency) of the colour locus in these areas
might produce a lighter colour than ere a. The hypothesis which subsequent experiments were designed to test was ~hat the mosaic had
begun development as G+cr and t h a t the wild type gone (C +) had been
lost from certain areas, leaving them c - c r. If the event which led to this
change had affected the gonads, as well as certain somatic tissues, it
might be expected t h a t the mosaic male would produce gametes congaining C +, c r, or c-. Since e - produces effects similar to albinism, he
should thus appear to segregate for three members of the same series of
multiple allelomorphs.
Such proved to be ~he case. When crossed with albinos (caca), r u b y
dilutes (erar) and extreme dilutes (cac a) the mosaic male produced the
following progeny:
Test fem~tes
Albino cac a
P~uby dilute crc r
Extreme dilute cdc a

C+

CrCS.

22
17
19

25

crcr

oro d

o--ca

O--O r

O--C d

5
20

8
26

4

,(

Tested game'~es of mosaic male
Tested F , ' s from out-cross to C+C +
Total (fl'om adult descriptions)
% (from adult descriptions)

58C+
3
6l
39'3
t

*Total (including descriptions at birth)
~o (including descriptions at birth)

71c r
5
76
49.0
Y

17e1
18
11.6

_ _ )

170
89.5

20
10.5

* Several litters sired by the mosMc male oll albino mothers were killed at birth, when
1;tlo identification of e - offspring could be made ~dth certainty. The o+ and o r offsprhlg
could not be distingtfished with the same accuracy. The data are included to give a beggar
estimate of the frequency of c - gametes.

I t is apparen~ t h a t the mosaic produced gametes with three conditions
of the c locus. These results mean that the gonad of this male is also
mosaic for the locus involved. If the mosaicism of his skin and gonad[
1 The albinism a.rising from the mosaic is bereM'ter designated as e-, since ig ~ppears
to be either a non-lethal deficiency at the c locus or a new albhm gone.
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arose from /,he same change, this probably occurred in a cell o1: cells
ancestral l~o certain areas o~ both the epidermis and the gonad. The cell
lineage of these tissues can ~race f,o a, common source only in very early
stages of embryogeny.
One indication of the nature of the change is suggested b y the :[act
t h a t nearly the normal proportion (50 per cent.) of c r gametes was
produced, while the G+ gametes were deficient in fl:equeney b y an
amount (10 per cent.) which corresponds roughly to the frequency
( t l per cent.) of the new albino de-) gametes. The c r gametes comprise
about half of the total, and the stun of the G+ and c - gametes makes up
the other half. The changed condition of the c locus thus probably arose
in a C + chromosome. Of ~he expected 50 per cent. of C+ gametes about
four-fifths were actually C+ and about one-fifth c-. F r o m this we may
assmne t h a t the change from C+ to c - occurred iu a pregonial cell from
which about one-fifth of the gonad was descended. Fro[r-fifths of the
genial cells would then be normal G+cr and produce at reduction equal
nmnbers of C+ and c r gametes; one-fifth would be c - c r and[ produce
equal nmnbers of c - and c r gametes. The final distribution of gametes
under these conditions would be ~0.0 per cent. C +, 50.0 per cent. c r,
10.0 per cent. c-, as obtained. The change in the C+ chromosome might
be (1) the loss of the entire chromosome, (2) loss of a portion bearing C +,
or (3) mutation of G+ to c-. Transloeation rather th~n complete loss of
a fragment with the C + locus should[ leave a deficiency in the c - chromosome, and shoNd thus give the same effect as hypothesis (2). To distinguish among these possibilities the crc - and cac - progeny of the
mosaic were tested in various ways.
If the entire C+ chromosome were deficient in the c - gametes, then
other recessive genes in the cba~omosome pair bearing the c locus should
show pseudodominanee when combined with c-. Two recessive genes
have been located in this chromosome: s h ~, shaker (Gates, 1931), which
shows about 3 per cent. crossing-over with the c locus and is consequently
very close to it; and p (pink-eyed colom'ed) which is more distant, at
about fifteen cross-over units. Animals of genotype crc - and cac -,
offspring of the mosaic, have been crossed[ with cacaslllstl 1 and with
cacapp. Neither s h 1 nor p shows pseudodominanee in the albhm and
c % - progeny respectively, indicating t h a t the wild-type allelomorphs of
~hese genes are present, and Chat c - is due neither ~o absence of a
chromosome nor to a deficiency at the c locus extensive enough to
include the locus of s h 1.
On the o~her hand ~he deficiency might ex~end Lrom c in the opposite
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direction from s h l, and this region has no loci marked. Any cx~ensive
deficiency, however, m i g h t be expeci;ed to be ]ctha.1 when homozygous,
and thus crc - (or c % - ) when bred l~o ere . (or c % - ) should prodrme no
albino c - c - , although both ere - and c % - should prod,toe some albinos
(cac -) when bred to ordinary albinos (caca). Several tests of both sorts
have been made. The present figures from all i~z~e..;"se m ~ i n g s of animals
hegerozygous for c - arc 183 c r or c d : 55 c - c - (expected 178.5 c r or
c a : 59.5 c - c - ) ; makings of crc -, e+c- and c % - b y c - e - have given
29 cue - : 23 c - c - . The c - c - albinos thus appear to be of normal viability
and fertility and it is therefore unlikely thag the change ~o c - h~volves
a n y extensive deficiency, crc - and c a c - m a t e d to albinos have produced
2 6 c r c a o r c a c a : 18 albinos (cat-), a normal segregation for c-. Matings
of crc - b y crc r have given 10 crc - : 13 crc r, again showing th.a~ crc offhpring of the mosaic segregate as though t h c y contained an albino
allelomorph. These tests appear also to dispose of the assumption t h a t
~he C + locus has undergone translocation to another e]lromosome, since
in t h a t case the c - chromosome (from which C+ had beeu translocated)
should show a deficiency. Moreover, if the crc - pal, thee in the mosaic
were due to loss of an unstable C + branslooation in somatic mitosis, the
transmission of the translocation might be expected to result in further
mosaics among the F a progeny of the mosaic. None has been found.
In. addition to r a n d o m matings among/#1 animals from out-crosses
of the mosaic to wild type, which would be sufficient to test a monofactorial segregation of a gone for mosaicism, i ~ animals of genotype
G+c r and C+c a have been bred to F 1 ere - or c a c - . 108 F,~ progeny from
these marinas have been observed, but none was mosaic. This t y p e of
m a t i n g brings together the tin'co conditions of the albino locus which
were present in the mosaic, and presents the m a x i m u m o p p o r t m l i t y for
the development of mosaicism if it is due to unstable translocagion or to
other hereditary influences. T h a t it has never been found, among the
descendants argues against the transmissibility of the condition., and
supports the interpretation t h a t mosaicism in the original animal was
due to a m u t a t i o n affecting both gonad and skin.
The experiments thus far have .shown t h a t the gone C + was not
present in about a fifth of the gametes which should ].lave received
this chromosome, t h a t tl~e change did not fllvolve deficiency for this
chromosome or for a n y extensive parr, of it, and t h a t zygotes homozygous
for the changed chromosome ( c - c - ) are viable. The change at the G+
locus is thus either a new m u t a t i o n to albinism (ca), or ~o a new allelom o r p h of albinism (c-), the etI'ecgs of which in homozygous form are
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indistinguishable fi:om t~hose of ca; or else c - is a deficiency too small ~o
be lethal. If either of the la.tl;er a.ssumptions is the correct one, t;he
diluting e flhcts of c - in compound with c r or c a might prove to be
different from/~hose of c a and l;hns provide a criterion for distinguishing
c - from c a. I t has been found[ t h a t the crc - offhpring from the mosaic
al~d as derived from the above crosses resemble in geaeral the ore a
compounds in colour. When combined with black ( a a B B ) the colour of
bolffl compounds is sepia brown, easily distinguishable from the dull
black of ore r. To reel5 minor differences in effect of c a and c-, cac albinos have been crossed with ere r. If c a and c - are the same, only one
class of progeny should be produced, i.e. sepia compounds like ere a.
Actually, however, two classes of progeny have been ob~,ained in some
crosses, i.e. normal sepia like crc a and a lighter sepia which m a y be crc -.
Much more extensive experiments will be required to test whether ghis
difference is constantly associated wiCh c-, since ocher modifying genes
affecting the grade of eolour must be made uniform b y continued backcrossing of ere a and crc - to a pure crc r stock. The difference noted,
however, agrees with the observation t h a t the crc - areas in the mosaic
are lighter in colons than ore a. As a working hypothesis we m a y therefore
assume t h a t C + mutated go c - in a cell ancestral to parts of the skin
and the gonad, and that c - is probably an alMomorph of the albino
series, with effects below those of c a. Although an exactly analogous
situation has not been noted, Timoffeef-l~essovsky has recently reported
two mutations to white-eye in D r o s o l ) M l a , in which the phenotypic
effects of the gene are slightly different from Chose associated with
previous mutations to white. White-eye, like albinism, has oeeu]?ied the
lowest position in a series of multiple allelomorphs, but it is reasonable
to expect t h a t further mutations in the same direction should produce
allelomorphs with effects below the threshold of visible change in Che
chief character affected, and tha~ such changes should be de~ee~able only
in compounds with the new allelomorph.
The mosaic male was also tested for spotting genes, since both parents
were heterozygous for W which, under certain conditions of heterozygosity, leads to variegated or black-eyed "white spotting (WW is
anaemic and lethal), while one parent was heterozygous for s which,
when homozygous, leads to piebald spotting. B y self-coloured animals
from pure w w S S stocks, the mosaic male produced 1B4 self-coloured
offspring; b y variegated ( W w S 8 ) mates he produced thirteen variegated
and eight self-coloured and no anaemics. These results show t h a t he does
noe transmit W and is thus ww. B y piebald (wwss) he produced two
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Ss animals; by ~hree self-co]cured daughters (wwSs) he produced
fourteen celts and five piebalds. Cross~s inter sc of eight of his F~ selfcoloured offspring (from cross of mosaic by self) gave [wenty-seven sells
and twelve piebalds. Tests of such F 2 piebalds by unrelated piebald and
inter se gave only piebalds. These results show that the mosaic male was
heterozygous for the piebald geues. His genotype for tl~e spot~ging genes
tested was wwSs. [['he tests showing him to be genetically self-eoloured,
but heterozygous for recessive piebald are of imporeauce in view of ~hc
frequent association of mosaieism and spotting which is discussed below.
DISOUSSION,

A black mouse which showed several areas of gan-eolom:ed hairs has
been shown to segregate for three members of ~he albino series of allelomorphs. He produced gametes in the proportion -~ c r : -5 G+ : .1 c-,
indicating that the fertilised egg from which he arose was I~+cr and that
C + m~ltated to c- N a cell from which about one-fifth of the gonad was
derived. Since several patches of skin showed a colour associated with
tlle phenotype ere -, it is highly probable that the mutation occurred in
a cell which gave rise both ~o tissues which became i~mluded in the gonad
and to tissues which in later development came to form isolated portions
of the skin. Mutations at the albino locus have been so extremely rare
in mice as to make ig very unlikely that the somatic variation in skin
eolour and the mosaic condition of the gonad originated in separate
mutations. An interpretation in the same germs of mosaicism in these
two different tissues requires the assumption that the cell lineages of
skin and gonad converge in development ag a period early enough go
permit the same changed cell to give rise to both. It is even more
significant that only a fraction of each tissue shows the same change, that
is, ghag about fern'-fifths of the gonad "anlage" was formed before the
change occurred, and that nearly all the cells ancestral to the epidermis
had received the unmutated gene.
Still further problems are raised by the peculiar distribution of tile
mosaic patches in the skin. These occur in widely separated parts
(P1. XXIII) on tits head, ~he neck and in the lumbar region of the back. The
occurrence of somatic mosaics in animaIs generally in which well-known
colour genes are shown to be distributed differently to different areas
(see below) indicates that the eolour reaction of a cell is governed ehiefty
by its own genes. This eoncNsion has been drawn by Wright (1926) from
an examination of mammaliall mosMcs, and it is clearly apparent from
the studies of mosaics and gy~tanders in D'roso'l)hila by Morgan, Bridges,
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S~urtevant, Mctller, B![ohr and others. Danforth has shown by transplantation experiments with feather follicles that it is strictly true for
tl~e eolonr and pattern of the feather, although general endocrine agencies
may modify the reaction within narrow limits. This being the case, we
are probably justihed in inferring that the changed oo]o1_[r in the mosaic
patches is due to the presence of the changed locus in each of these
patches, and that this changed locus was received fi'om the original cell
in which the change occurred. This means that the patches which later
in development became separated by areas of normal tissue were in
earlier stages united, indicating a complex series of differential growth
rates or migrations in different directions of the tissues which compose
the epidermis from which the hair follicles and the pigment cells arc
derived. Although such a viewpoint may appear fie increase the difficulties of interpreting the distribution of eoloured and[ white areas in
white spotted animals, in witch all the cells may have the same genetic
constitution, it does provide a basis for the a,ssumption of heterogeneity
in the epidermal tissues, due to the different growth rates which may
obtain in the developmental history of different areas. It may be pointed
out incidentally that in the present case the dorsal areas showing the
new or changed colom: are those which are most often white in piebald
or variegated spotted mice. On the other hand, the area most frequently
white in all spotted[ mice is the belly, which in this case shows no mosaic
patches.
Compa~'ison with othe~' cases.

Wright (1926) has reviewed the genetically analysed cases of vertebrate colonr mosaics reported up to 1926. He has pointed out the
different mechanisms involved. Somatic mutafiion or somatic loss of a
dominant gene from a heterozygote is the most frequent, Only one case
involved mutation affecting both soma and germ cells. This case, analysed
by Wright, is most nearly analogous go the case described above. This
concerns an agouti guinea-pig with areas of intense (C+) and dilute (cac a)
colour. This animal also bred as a germinal mosaic in which 70 per cent.
of the germinal epithelium was G-~cd and 30 )er cent. cac a, based on
228 offspring. Wright assumed that the animal began development as
cac a and that c d mutated to C + in a cell ancestral go parts of the gonad
and to two areas of the skin. He has also pointed oat that in three of
his mosaics and in a tricolour mosaic described by Castle (1922) the
mutant areas are scagbercd, showing that a single cell can give rise to
scag[ered descendants. In none of these cases was mosaicism as such
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found to be inherited, although t~herelationships among Wright's seven
mosaics were closer glean would be expected to occur by chance, and he
thought this might indicate an hereditary tendency toward germinal
instability.
Since ].926 several additional cases of mosaicism have been reported 1.
Four s of these have occurred in ~he mouse (~tsher (1930), one case;
Pineus.(1929), three cases) and all were [)lack spotted animals heterozygous for brown (Bb), which s]lowed each a single brown area. These
m a y all be interpret, ed as due to loss of B from a soma,tie cell and its
descendants. Pincus, however, suggested t,ba,t since the brown areas
occurred in regions whiclx are occasionally white in piebald mice, the
recessive geneb m a y exercise a controlling effect in such areas. A simitar
association of mosaic areas with white spotted areas has appeared fix
several intense-dilute mosaics in rabbits described by Castle (1929).
A survey of the twenty-one eases of rodent colour mosaics described
in the literature stows t h a t although seven different loci are involved all
except two or possibly three of the cases have occurred in whit~e-spotted
animals. The two certain exceptions are Wrighb's germinal-somatic
mosaic guinea-pig, and the germinal-somatic mosaic mouse described in
this paper, which strawed no white spotting although i~ was heterozygous
for a recessive spotting gone. Both of these occurred in non-spotted
animals, and both almost certainly involve new mutations. The doubtful
exception is Castle's (1912) mosaic guinea-pig wlfich probably began as
ode a and lost c d from large areas of the coat, but of which the spot~ing
t Jn addition to the published eases one occurred in our laboratory in 1929. This was
a black "Duluth-marked" mouse (pioloald spotl;ed) which showed on one shoulder a small
patch (i elm-") of blue-grey fur resmnbling Cite blue dilute or Maltose colour associated with
f~he gone d. The patch occurred between the white and black areas as an extension of the
black cheek spot. This animal was deseended fronl a stock of black Dutehqnarked mice
o btMned from an English fancier in 1927 and inbred in our Gboratory ibr throe generations.
One grea~-grandparont, of the mosMe was hel;orozygous .for dilution, so the mosMo was
mated with dilutes. These tests produced ~wenty-fonr intense young showing that; he was
homozygous DID. No proved to be hol;erozygous tbr brown (]BD), but this probably had
no connection with the mosaic spo~;. When one year old the blue patch begal~ go fade and
boe~unc nearly white t h r o u g h the ingrqwth of white and of m u c h paler blue hairs. I:[e was
t h e n tested for an albino allclomorph but produced only 4Q+ young by an Mbino mate.
When crossed wiLh his mother, sister and two daughters he produced twonty-~;wo :Dutchnmrkcd offspring b u t no mosMcs. I n the absence of a complete analysis we have no evidence
that a genetic change was involved, and the blue patch m a y be ascribed 1~osome accident
in development affecting ~he pigmenGfbrmiug mechanism in the blue area. 9~his case is not
i n e h d e d in the survey of mammalian mosaies which tbllows.
]~ittnor's ([932) ease of a dilute brown mouse with intense browu back is nob included
since from the description given it showed no .spots of contrasting co/our ~md there is no
conclusive evidence of genetic differences in the different areas.
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character is unknown. Of the remaining eigllteeu cases occurring in
spotted animals, fifteen involved no new mutation since they occurred
in heterozygotes in whicl~ the recessive effect appeared in part of the
coat (Wright (1.926), three cases; Castle (1922), one ease; Pineus (1929),
three cases; Fisher (1930), o11e case; Castle (1929), seven eases in one
family. The simplest assumption that these are all due to loss of the
chromosome carrying the dominant allelonmrph in a somatic mitosis is
not disproved in any of these eases. In all except one of these cases
(Castle's gricolour rat (1922)) the mutant area appears as a single patch,
as would be expected if a single abnormal celt divisiou revolving nondivision or non-disjunction el one chromosome had occurred in the direct
ancestry of t;his tract. The three cases occurring in spotted animals to
which this interpretation is not applicable include (1) Wright's two
intense-dilute mosaic guinea-pigs which were homozygons for the colour
genes involved but which Wright concluded might be due to the normal
spotting effect of the tortoise-shell gene eP in conjunction wi~h other
modifiers, and (2) Wright's homozygous agouti guinea-pig AA, which
showed a patch of non-agouti aa involving either loss of both A genes
or mutation go a dominant black. None of these cases is suNciently clear
to constitute an important exception to the general relationship indicated
between abnormal somatic mitoses and white spotting. The suggestion
which emerges is thus that somatic mitoses may more frequently be
irregular in animals wi~h white spotting.
In only one case has clear evidence of the transmission of an hereditary
tendency to mosaicism been reported[. This is Castle's (1929) case of a
black and white spotted rabbit heterozygous for blue dilution (Dd) which
showed a large patch of blue fur. The mosaic condition appeared also in
three of his seven~y-eight progeny which might have shown the condition.
Similarly a mosaic son sired three mosaics out of eighty-three progeny
which might have shown the condition. Castle has attempted to explaiu
the transmission of mosaieism by assuming that a mosaic gene consisting chiefly of the D allelomorph, but with some of ~he d allelomorph,
has arisen, presumably by some mutative process. This, of course,
provides no explanation of the developmentalbasis of mosaicism, which
must still be assumed to lie in some mechanism for segregating the two
effects of the one gene into different cells, a process more difficult to
conceive than that which segregates two a]lelomorphs to different cells,
or which merely eliminates one of them from one daughter cell. A mosaic
gene acting within one cell might more often be expected to produce an
effect i~termcdiate between the effects of the two allelomorphs of which
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it is composed, as in ~he zygotic c o m p o u n d s of m o s t allelomorphie series,
r a t h e r t h a n to b e c o m e partitioned s h a r p l y in different cells, m e r e l y b y
reason of i~s mosaieism. I t would seem more in accord with the facts to
assume t h a t w h a t is t r a n s m i t t e d in l:he a b o v e case is an h e r e d i t a r y
condition f a v o u r i n g instability in somatic mitoses, such as the effect
associated with the clearer gene of D,roso~)hih~ simuhL~zs (Sturtevant, 1929)
or with the n u m e r o u s m i n u t e m u t a t i o n s of D. mela,~wgastc~'. The established processes of m u t a t i o n a n d of c h r o m o s o m e b e h a v i o u r seem
a d e q u a t e to explain t h e present d a t a from m a m m a l i a n eolour mosaics.
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